Dr. Painless Parker: lessons for today’s dental marketing

By Dr. James McAnally, CEO of Big Case Marketing

Dr. Painless Parker was rebellious, rich and detested by most of his peers to such an extent that they invented special laws just to keep him from practicing dentistry. In spite of all this, he was an extremely successful dentist and holds a few lessons for today’s dental marketing.

Born in 1872 in Canada, the man who came to be known as Dr. Painless Parker entered Philadelphia Dental College (now Temple University) in 1890, at the age of 18. Like a significant number of graduates, he started out as a “street dentist” following his two-year education.

Street dentists were every bit of a road show as they put their equipment in a horse drawn wagon and took their services directly to the people.

Dr. Parker hired a former manager who had worked for P.T. Barnum, and he began traveling the streets of New York with a full-on circus complete with show girls, a band and a bugle blower who blasted notes each time Parker removed a tooth. The band and bugler were there to cover up the patient’s yelps from pain because there was no anesthesia in those days. Brooklyn became the headquarters for the non-traveling version of Dr. Parker’s practice.

Dr. Parker would take out a rotten tooth for 50 cents. He promised that if you felt pain during the extraction with his E.R. Parker System, he’d actually give you 5 bucks — the equivalent of $114 today.

Arrested after ‘special laws’ made to attack him

Parker took to the streets of Canada for a period and Canadian dentists were so upset they pushed through a special registration fee required just for street dentists and arrested Parker for violation just two days after the law came into effect. He continued his self-promotion though, and by 1904, his net worth from dentistry was $500,000, which would be $11 million today.

While the Canadian dentists had put their petty scheme into place, the New York dental “leaders” got a law on the books that forbade dentists to use an assumed name. As a result, Dr. Painless Parker said goodbye to New York and packed up for California.

By 1906, Parker was again “open for business” on the streets of Los Angeles, and by 1910, he was even more wealthy than he had been in New York. In California, attempts were made to label him as “unethical” and “incompetent.” Thus, he was forced to take out large ads to fight the slander and to expose that the attackers were motivated by their wallets rather than their self-righteous proclamations. However, if his clinics were operating today at an equivalent level, they’d be producing $35 million annually.

By the time he died in 1952, Dr. Painless Parker was a multi-millionaire many times over thanks to real estate holdings on top of all the dental practices he leased to his associates.

Show Off Your Skills

Photos are the best way to present your work to patients. Before and after photos allow you to show previous cases and give your patients confidence in your skills. A picture really is worth a thousand words.

PhotoMed clinical camera systems feature the best digital camera equipment available. The system shown above is Nikon’s D300 with the Micro-Nikkor 105mm VR macro lens and Nikon R1 Macro Flash. We complete the system with the PhotoMed R1 Dual Point Flash Bracket that gives you incredible flash position flexibility. We also feature clinical systems built around Nikon’s D60 and D90.

We know that no one likes to spend time reading thick user manuals so your camera is delivered assembled, set and tested along with our concise custom instructions. We also include unlimited phone support and our unique loan equipment program for the life of the camera.

PhotoMed carries all of the accessories you may need: intraoral mirrors, retractors, contrasters, printers, clinical photography books/training CDs, and recreational lenses (the Nikkor 18-200 AF-S DX VR lens is a nice choice). Visit our website. Give us a call. Come see us at a dental meeting (there’s a complete list of upcoming meetings at: www.photomed.net). We know you’ll like us.
Parker’s lessons for today’s dentists

Parker’s success was by way of marketing. To be honest, sales wasn’t as critical in those days as there were far fewer dentists. Making a reasonable living in dentistry wasn’t a problem. However, if you wanted to reach for the stars, especially in competitive cities, just like today, you had to seriously attack the marketing for your practice and become fearless about doing so. Painless Parker’s success was due to his marketing. Yes, he was an astute businessperson, but he also executed and thought about his marketing a lot.

He practiced highly effective marketing that:
• was completely contrary to the opinion of the majority of his peers,
• flew in the face of convention,
• was loud and proud about his solution to patient’s problems,
• led to helping lots of patients,
• made him wealthy and
• allowed him to leverage off his dental wealth to become personally wealthy.

Parker was hated by a large portion of his peers, but yet I’ve had three patients in my short career speak fondly of having been treated by Dr. Painless Parker — again, we know the odds of them having actually been treated by Parker is nearly zero. However, those same patients probably don’t remember my name.

Parker’s success was due to marketing and the never-ending pursuit of selling more of what he was good at and what the population needed — basic dentistry. Promotion works.
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Levin Group and ABEL Dental Software form an alliance

Dr. Roger P. Levin, chairman and CEO of Levin Group, announced the company has formed an alliance with ABEL Dental Software, a Buffalo, New York-based practice management software firm. ABEL Dental Software will work with Levin Group’s Total Practice Success™ practice management consulting division as well as its Total Practice Success™ training division.

Levin Group will provide training for ABEL Dental Software customers on Power Cell Scheduling™, a scheduling system developed by Levin Group to maximize dental practices’ efficiency and productivity. The training program will be custom-designed around ABEL Dental Software’s products to help its customers fully understand the products leading to maximum utilization.

Levin is one of the profession’s most sought-after speakers, bringing his Total Practice Success™ Seminars to thousands of dentists and dental professionals each year. A pioneer of dental practice management, he developed the Levin Group Method™, a systems-based methodology that effectively brings the business side to dentistry.

ABEL Dental Software Inc., of Buffalo, New York and affiliate ABELDent Inc., of Burlington, Ontario, are leading suppliers of comprehensive clinical and practice management software to dental practices. The companies provide ABELDent software and supplemental products and services, including practice Web sites, patient portals and patient education software to more than 6,000 dentists. ABEL offers 24/7/365 support and a comprehensive range of training options.

For more information, contact Levin Group at (888) 973-0000 or visit www.levingroup.com.
I produced $1,400,000 last year at 55% overhead in just 2.5 days per week ... and took 6 weeks of vacation.

Let me share my secrets with YOU!

Dr. James McAnally has an active general practice in Seattle, WA. He has earned fellowships in the Academy of General Dentistry, the International Congress of Oral Implantologists and the Misch International Implant Institute.

As the founder and CEO of Big Case Marketing and a private consultant, Dr. McAnally has helped dentists world-wide realize their goals of developing high-producing fee-for-service practices.

THE MAXIMUM CASE ACCEPTANCE SYSTEM™ by Dr. James McAnally

The Maximum Case Acceptance System™ will give you intensive training at each step of the case acceptance process. It will make the real difference getting to the “Yes” more often! That is a “Yes” for cases outside of insurance. It will allow you to perform more ideal treatment on your patients, ultimately helping more of them.

By the end of the 10-Session DVD Program, you will have a defined and repeatable system for maximum case acceptance in YOUR practice. It will bring you success in any type of economy—whether you are presenting a $5K case from hygiene or a $50K case that came to you from your marketing efforts or referrals.

This structured case acceptance (sales) system is used by the most successful dentists in America. In fact, this same system is used by Member Doctors in Big Case Marketing’s Elite Program™, a group comprised of some of the highest performing doctors in the world. The way these doctors use their structured case acceptance systems has led to their success and keeps them there.

It is not unusual for doctors using The Maximum Case Acceptance System™ to take what was already a very high-performing practice and further elevate profits without working any harder. For doctors that do not start out with a high-performing practice, they can see 100% increases in profits by simply using the system.

So what IS The Maximum Case Acceptance System™?

Well, it is actually, THREE things in one:

#1: The Maximum Case Acceptance System™ is a set of ground breaking, practical strategies imported from industries outside dentistry. They are applicable to every type of dental practice.

#2: The System contains over 12 hours of lecture and slides by Dr. McAnally plus a monster set of easy-to-use digital documents, which are ready-to-edit and use immediately.

#3: The Maximum Case Acceptance System™ is everything you need for an elective dentistry case acceptance SYSTEM.

To learn more & order
go to www.caseacceptance.com.

Questions? Call 888-693-3081 or E-mail info@caseacceptance.com.

Save $500

Go to www.caseacceptance.com, call or E-mail for an order form. Enter the code DT3 into the comments section of the order form to save. The “save $500” offer expires midnight, June 15, 2009!
Infiltration: a new treatment for caries

By Javier Martinez de Pison, DT Latin America

The president of DMG America, George Wolfe, couldn’t be happier. German-based researchers associated with DMG obtained the IADR “Materials and Bioengineering Research Award” for their investigation on resin infiltration of natural caries lesions using “Icon,” DMG’s new revolutionary resin.

The winners, Sebastian Paris, H. Meyer-Lueckel and A. M. Kielbassa of the University School of Dental Medicine, Charité-Berlin, Germany, used the Icon resin, which replaces hard tissue lost in caries to demineralization (~800 μm), sealing the approximal region. This micro-invasive therapy can arrest caries progression by infiltrating and sealing problematic regions.

Infiltration with Icon means that this resin creates a diffusion barrier not on the surface but within the hard tissue, stabilizing and blocking the caries, which in approximal applications is indicated up to a maximum radiological lesion progression into the outer third of the dentine.

Caries infiltration is a recommended treatment for vestibular smooth surface lesions, which are frequently observed after the removal of fixed orthodontic appliances and in patients with poor oral hygiene. The treated lesions lose their opaque color and resemble healthy enamel, producing a drastic aesthetic improvement.

Wayne Flavin, director of scientific affairs for DMG, said that Icon bridges the gap between remineralization and restoration, and provides an opportunity to treat upon discovery of the caries.

Simple procedure and aesthetic results

He explained that Icon is not unlike any other restorative resin “where dentists etch, rinse, dry and light-cure, so they are using a technique they are already familiar with, except that the materials are revolutionary in what they are capable of doing.”

“If it’s a resin that penetrates very deeply into a lesion to seal and arrest the progression of the lesion,” Flavin explained. “At the same time, you get a very good cosmetic result because the refraction index of the material is very similar to enamel.”

The procedure takes between 10 and 15 minutes, depending on the familiarity of the dentist with the product and where they are working, such as vestibular or approximal lesions. Flavin said that DMG is developing training videos and C.E. programs for dentists, although most are familiar with it.

Icon comes in a kit containing products such as a patented double syringe for etching that uses a screw-type mechanism that facilitates its application.

Same Day Inlay/Onlay Technique

Patients are demanding aesthetic, reliable and conservative options to replace their defective amalgam restorations. The Same Day Inlay/Onlay technique was pioneered to improve both patient care and practice economics.

Learn this amazing technique and earn eight Academy of General Dentistry credits. You can eliminate embarrassing emergencies between appointments. With less time and no lab bill, your bottom line will benefit as well.

Due to the success Dr. Lorin Berland has had with Same Day Inlay/Onlays, he has created an instructional CD outlining the techniques, materials and equipment necessary to provide this wanted and needed service.

To order, call +1 (214) 999 0110 or send an e-mail to xia@dallasedentalspa.com. You may also visit us online at www.berlanddentalarts.com.

Mirror handles and kits now in stock

In PhotoMed’s last e-mail newsletter they introduced their new Universal Mirror Handle, but they were not yet available. They now have them in stock and showed the new handle for the first time at the CDS meeting Chicago, where they were extremely popular. PhotoMed has them available individually or in kits with three mirrors.
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